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What is the Right Law? 

A Good Friday Drama 

 

14 actors 
 
 

Order of Worship 

 
Act 1:  A Court Room 

 
Scripture Reading – Isaiah 52:13 – 53:12 

Hymn – HWB 254 “Ah, holy Jesus” 
 

Act 2:  A Verdict 
 

Scripture Reading – Psalm 22 
Hymn – STS 84 “So much wrong” 

Scripture Reading – Philippians 2:5-8 
 

Act 3:  A Sentence 
 

Benediction 



Cast of Characters

Jesus: Humble man who does not speak

throughout trial because he

does not agree with the idea

of going to court. He will

not defend himself because

he knows that what God has

planned must be accomplished.

Barabbas: Ambitious middle aged man who

want to change the world. His

rebellions however, get him

in trouble with the legal

system and he now faces

charges for insurrection.

The majority of people see

him as a dangerous criminal

despite his good intentions.

He does not speak much in

this play but his story is

told through two men with

similar characteristics.

Judge Pilate: She is simply doing her

required job as a judge and

remains mostly objective

throughout the script.

It is only until the end

where it can be noticed

that she believes Jesus to

be innocent. Although she

can not say this due to her

professional stature, it is

important that you can see it

in her body language.

(MORE)



Cast of Characters (cont’d)

Clerk: She keeps the court room in

order as well as performs her

duties as the clerk. Actor

is encouraged to experiment

with a personality that works

best for themselves as well

as fits the character.

Crown: Lawyer who is representing

the country. He is smart and

has many years of experience.

He is comfortable on scene

and can easily captivate and

convince and audience.

Defense: Lawyer who is working to

defend the accused, Jesus.

She is quite calm but also

very intelligent. She she

is more approachable and

witnesses feel comfortable

speaking to them however,

she is incredibly good at

tricking them.

Pharisee: He is intelligent but usually

speaks arrogantly. He knows

a lot about the bible and

believes that his way, is the

only way to do things.

Peter: He is portrayed as the strong

disciple in the bible but

in this case, he faces a

situation that forces him

to be weak. He begins as a

character who is rude and

cold, but later opens up and

expresses his true thoughts.

(MORE)



Cast of Characters (cont’d)

Male 1: A character who is quite

ignorant and can easily be

persuaded by the movement of

the public. He is rude and

selfish

Woman 1: The wife of Male 1, she

is almost identical to her

husband (rude and selfish).

Person: Ambitious character who is

similar to Barabbas. Does not

agree with Barabbas’s charges

and explains why.

Person 2: Equally as ambitious as Male

2 , this person also does not

agree with Barabbas’s charges

and offers an explanation.

Foreperson: Tells the jury’s final

verdict

Jury: A group of 12 ( but could

be less) who observe both

criminal cases while taking

notes.

Sheriff:

Scene

A courtroom.

Time

Today.



ACT I

The scene starts in a courtroom, crowd is

discussing among themselves as they await for the

final verdict for BARABBAS’s trial. A couple sits

on one end and two men on another side of the

room.

MALE

I heard that this Barabbas is barbarous, hahaha did you

get my play on words?

WOMAN

Oh stop it, this is no time for jokes. This man is a

monster and deserves to be charged guilty for his

crimes.

MALE

I couldn’t agree more, there are certain things that

can’t be forgiven and certain people who enjoy creating

such events.

On the other side of the room...

PERSON

Is this really what this world has come to? A man is

being charged for exerting his right as a citizen? He

simply demanded equality for his people and for that,

is being persecuted. I personally see nothing wrong;

his rebellions were movements to provoke change.

PERSON 2

I couldn’t agree more. A criminal charge for

insurrection? What an exaggeration of the situation.

There are countless examples in history of people

successfully changing the world for the better, take

Martin Luther King Jr and the African American Civil

Rights movement for example.

PERSON

Great comparison but even more - take Louis-Riel for

example. His rebellions happened on the very land we

are standing on right now!

Back to the couple on the other side of the

room...

MALE

I hope the execution will be open to the public; there

is no better way to put a man to shame for his acts.
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WOMAN

Watching this trial has given me enough nausea already,

I will have to pass on that one. Although, I’m pretty

excited to see the look on his face when the Judge will

call guilty. I find that much more entertaining.

PERSON 2

People are misunderstanding his intentions; he doesn’t

want to go against the government he wants to help

change it. By doing that, of course he needs to firstly

educate people about how they are being mistreated.

PERSON

It’s sad to think about, but we spend so much money

going overseas to be heroes in other countries when we

can’t even save the people in our own. Indigenous

people for example, they’re worthy of the same benefits

as any other Canadian citizen yet, how many people lack

clean water and proper living necessities... In our own

free country?

PERSON 2

Unfortunately, far too many. I respect Barabbas for

speaking up, he really opened my eyes to the reality

around me. We live in a world filled with so many

underlying rules that we have been following for

decades and it’s rare that someone challenges them.

PERSON

It’s because we’ve become lazy. We’ve become

comfortable with the way things operate because it’s

"normal" and has "always" been that way. Isn’t anyone

curious? Don’t people want to know the "why" or "how"

behind every story?

PERSON 2

Ignorance isn’t an excuse for accepting personal

privileges without questioning who it negatively

affects.

WOMAN

I don’t understand this rubbish about Barabbas claiming

to advocate for "marginalized" people. I think it’s

just an excuse, he only wants public attention.

MALE

There is a limit to freedom of speech, especially if it

creates chaos in this city. He can’t just perpetuate

nonsense, Canada doesn’t have a race problem.

WOMAN

We’re actually quite multicultural, we embrace all

races and cultures. I personally don’t even see race as

a factor when I interact with people.
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MALE

The only problem is Barabbas. No Barabbas...

WOMAN

... No problem.

Loud drum beat, BARABBAS enters with a sheriff.

Crowd boos and whispers loudly. BARABBAS takes a

seat.

PERSON

Whatever happens today, there’s only one thing that I

know for sure.

PERSON 2

What’s that?

PERSON

If a person hasn’t found something to die for, then

what’s the point of living?

CLERK enters.

CLERK

Order in Court. All rise.

Everyone stands as Judge enters the courtroom.

CLERK

In the Court of Queen’s Bench, Manitoba on this 3rd day

of April 2015, calling Her Majesty the Queen against

Barabbas.

JUDGE PILATE

You may be seated.

Everyone sits except the clerk.

CLERK

Members of the jury, have you reached a verdict?

Foreperson stands.

FOREPERSON

Yes, we have.

CLERK

Madam Foreperson, what is your verdict in the sole

count of insurrection?

FOREPERSON

Guilty.
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Some people in crowd gasp, others cheer. CLERK

speaks to the JUDGE.

CLERK

The jury finds the accused guilty your honor.

CLERK turns to the JURY.

CLERK

Members of the jury, you find the accused Barabbas

guilty of insurrection. This is your verdict, so say

you all. Please stand to confirm your verdict.

All members of the jury stand.

CLERK

The verdict is unanimous, My Lady.

JUDGE PILATE

Barabbas, a jury of your peers has found you guilty of

insurrection. Sheriff, please take this man into

custody.
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ACT 2

CLERK

Order in Court. All rise.

Everyone stands as Judge enters the courtroom.

CLERK

In the Court of Queen’s Bench, Manitoba this 3rd day of

April 2015, calling Her Majesty the Queen against Jesus

of Nazareth.

JUDGE PILATE

You may be seated.

Everyone sits except the clerk.

JUDGE PILATE

Are all parties present?

Crown stands.

CROWN

Yes, your honor. I am Zachary Peters, and I am acting

on behalf of the Crown in this matter.

CROWN sits; DEFENSE stands.

DEFENSE

Your honor. I am Rebecca Steiner, and I am acting on

behalf of the accused, Jesus of Nazareth. That’s

spelled J-E-S-U-S.

DEFENSE sits.

CLERK

Will the accused please stand?

The CLERK, DEFENSE, and JESUS stand.

CLERK

Jesus, you are charged on one count - that on or about

November 1, 2008, you made blasphemous statements that

you were the King of the Jews. Sir, how do you plead,

guilty or not guilty?

Awkward pause. JESUS remains silent.

DEFENSE

The defendant, my client, will plead not guilty.
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CLERK

The accused pleads not guilty, My Lady.

JUDGE PILATE

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen of the jury.

Before beginning this trial I am going to make a few

comments about your role here today. As the judge in

this case, it is my role to interpret and judge the

law. As the jury, you are the judges of the facts and

it is your duty to evaluate the evidence that is

presented by the witnesses today. There are two key

principles that are important to your role as jurors.

They are: the presumption of innocence and the

requirement of proof beyond a reasonable doubt. The

accused, Jesus, is well known throughout the community

and as result this case has received a lot of media

attention. I implore you, members of the jury, to

forget all you have heard or seen about it whether on

social media, television, internet, radio, etc. This

case is not as black and white as such sources would

have you believe. Your discussion as the jury must be

shaped entirely by the evidence presented today. Jesus

of Nazareth is assumed to be innocent until the Crown

has satisfied you beyond a reasonable doubt that he is

guilty. I now call the Crown to begin their case.

CROWN Counsel stands and goes to lectern.

CROWN

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, this is a very

important case. It is a case involving a serious crime.

The accused Jesus of Nazareth sits before you, charged

with blasphemy. He is the son of Joseph, the carpenter,

and Mary, although, he claims himself to be the son of

God. You will hear evidence from Terrence Zimmerly, a

Pharisee, about the context of Jesus’ claims. I expect

that you will hear evidence that Jesus of Nazareth, the

very man who claims to be the son of God, was also seen

performing a miracle on a Sabbath, which is a direct

violation of one of Gods 10 commandments. Perhaps this

may have been forgiven if it was witnessed in a private

setting however; Jesus performed this deed in front of

a large crowd.

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, I ask you to question

yourselves if this is the type of example that "the son

of god" would show to others? In addition, Jesus is

often accompanied by twelve people known as his

disciples. These disciples follow his teachings and

support his acts. You may assume that these people have

a really close bond with Jesus, yet Judas Iscariot, one

of his own disciples, betrayed him in exchange for 30

pieces of silver. Judas himself was unavailable to

testify however, Peter will be the second witness.
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Peter is known to be one of Jesus’ favorites, for

loving him with all his heart. On the other hand, I

have found evidence of an incident which may prove

otherwise. Jesus of Nazareth was reported to have

walked on water and then called Peter, who was on a

boat, to come out to him. Peter did as told but

suddenly began to sink. Jesus claimed that it was due

to Peter having little faith, because he doubted him.

With this evidence, it is apparent that the man who

loved Jesus the most even had his doubts. People of the

Jury, in questioning Peter I intend to show you exactly

why.

Ladies and gentlemen, pay close attention as I present

exactly why the accused, Jesus of Nazareth, is guilty

of blasphemy and deserving of the death penalty. Thank

You.

CROWN Counsel sits.

JUDGE PILATE

Is the Crown ready to call its first witness?

CROWN Counsel 2 stands and approaches lectern.

CROWN

Yes, thank you, your honor. The Crown calls Pharisee

Terry Zimmerly to the stand.

Pharisee enters from offstage and goes to witness

box. The Pharisee seems to be a very intellectual

man and speaks with a hint of arrogance.

CLERK

Would you like to affirm or swear an oath?

PHARISEE

Swear.

CLERK

Take the Bible in your right hand.

Pause as witness does so.

CLERK

Do you swear that the evidence you shall give shall be

the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth,

so help you God?

PHARISEE

I do.
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CLERK

Please state your full name for the record.

PHARISEE

My name is Terrence Jacob Zimmerly.

CROWN

Thank you, sir. Can you tell us a little bit about what

you do for a living?

PHARISEE

I’m a Pharisee, I strictly live by the Jewish law as

well as make sure that others do the same.

CROWN

Can you tell us specifically which law you’re referring

to?

PHARISEE

God’s law of course, I refuse to obey any other.

CROWN

And this law, does it have rules?

PHARISEE

Yes and so is the definition of law. We follow Talmudic

procedures passed down to our elders by Moses himself.

Over the years, we have written specific

interpretations of these rules so that people could

know what is lawful and unlawful.

CROWN

And what, according to you, is an example of something

that is unlawful?

PHARISEE

Well, in the list of 10 commandments that God gave

Moses his fourth commandments states that one should

"Remember the Sabbath and keep it holy". This is

because when God created the world, he rested on the

Sabbath. In order to correctly follow this commandment,

we Pharisees have interpreted a list of 39 kinds of

work that would be considered unlawful to do on a

Sabbath.

CROWN

Interesting. Is this the law mentioned earlier that you

witnessed the accused, Jesus, go against?

PHARISEE

Yes, that is correct.
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CROWN

Could you please explain to us what exactly you saw the

accused do?

PHARISEE

Well, it was a Sabbath day and we had been watching

Jesus from afar... as always, he was with his 12

disciples. Rumours about his miracles had circulated

and I wanted to see if this man was as perfect as

people claimed him to be. I must say, I was quite

shocked when I saw his disciples, with my own two eyes,

pick some grain and clean it by hand. Now this is a

direct violation of what not to do on a Sabbath... but

sir, I was even more shocked that Jesus simply stood

there and allowed this!

CROWN

Did you confront the accused to explain to him that the

act was unlawful?

PHARISEE

Of course I did, that is my job.

CROWN

What did he say?

PHARISEE

To be quite honest, I did not fully understand his

answer because he replied with a question. He asked me

if I had read that David went into the house of God and

ate bread of the Presence and that the priests of His

temple violate the law every Sabbath. He then said, and

I quote "If you had known what ’I want mercy and not

sacrifice’ means, you would not have condemned the

innocent, for the Son of Man is Lord of the Sabbath."

CROWN

What exactly does that mean?

PHARISEE

I have no idea. In fact, I never fully understand what

anything he says means. I follow rules that are

specific but this man insists on always communicating

in riddles and metaphors. How anyone but himself know

what he really means?

CROWN

I see. Apart from this incident, are there any other

occasions where Jesus was caught breaking the law?

PHARISEE

Yes sir, on the very same day!
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CROWN

Please explain to us what happened

PHARISEE

After being frustrated with Jesus’ answer, I decided to

follow him and make sure that he understood the

message. He went into a synagogue where a small crowd

of people were gathered. Suddenly a man carrying a

paralyzed man entered with hopes to be healed.

Thankfully, someone in the crowd asked the exact

question that I had been thinking "Is it lawful to

perform a miracle on a Sabbath?"

CROWN

What did Jesus say?

PHARISEE

As usual, he answered with a question along with a

metaphor. He compared the situation to a man saving a

sheep that had fallen in a ditch although it was a

Sabbath. He then said that it was lawful to do good on

a Sabbath and proceeded to heal the paralyzed man.

CROWN

Was this lawful according to the law that you live by?

PHARISEE

No it was not. Both acts were direct violations of our

law. The Torah clearly states to keep the Sabbath day

holy... there are no exceptions. This is unbelievable;

this man is misinterpreting the law and teaching

others.

CROWN

No further questions. Your witness, counsel.

DEFENSE

Thank you, Mr. Zimmerly. You mentioned earlier that you

strictly live by the Jewish law, is that correct?

PHARISEE

Yes.

DEFENSE

And you also specified that you followed none other

than God’s law, correct?

PHARISEE

Yes that is correct.

DEFENSE

Could you please re-explain what you do for a living?
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PHARISEE

As I said before, I am a Pharisee. I interpret God’s

law and ensure that others follow it correctly.

DEFENSE

Interesting. Would you consider that to be your job?

PHARISEE

Well, I guess so.

DEFENSE

So if ensuring that others follow God’s word correctly

is your job, then would you agree that doing so would

also be considered work?

PHARISEE

Why of course, it is not something just anyone can do.

The workload is quite difficult at times.

DEFENSE

Mr. Zimmerly, you said that you strictly follow God’s

law, and that same law requires one to rest on the

Sabbath however, by accusing Jesus of not following the

Jewish law you were doing your job. Therefore, you were

also working on the Sabbath.

PHARISEE is surprised, he is not one to tolerate

being outsmarted.

CROWN

Objection, your honour! Argumentative!

JUDGE PILATE

Sustained.

DEFENSE

Allow me rephrase that your honour. Mr. Zimmerly, in

this case who has committed a sin?

PHARISEE

You cannot point fingers at me! There are specifically

39 rules of what not to do on the Sabbath and Jesus did

not obey them, twice... not me! You are twisting my

words and misinterpreting the word of God!

The DEFENSE says happily.

DEFENSE

No further questions, your honor.

JUDGE PILATE

Would the Crown like to re-examine the witness?
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CROWN stands.

CROWN

No, your honor.

Crown Counsel 2 sits.

JUDGE PILATE

Mr. Zimmerly, you may step down.

PHARISEE leaves witness box and exits stage.

JUDGE

Please call your next witness.

CROWN stands and approaches lectern.

CROWN

Thank you my Lady. The Crown calls to the stand Simon

Peter.

PETER enters and goes to the witness box.

CLERK

Would you like to affirm or swear an oath?

Silence from PETER.

CLERK

Sir?

PETER

Uhm... I’ll affirm.

CLERK

Do you solemnly affirm that the evidence you shall give

shall be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the

truth?

PETER

Uhmm yeah.

CLERK

Sir, please reply with formal speech.

PETER

I do.

CLERK

Thank you, please state your full name for the record.
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PETER

Simon Peter.

CROWN

What do you do for a living?

Silence from PETER.

CROWN

Sir?

PETER

I would like to invoke my 5th amendment right.

CROWN

Unfortunately, this is a Canadian court and that

amendment is only valid in the United States. How old

are you?

PETER

I refuse to answer.

CROWN

What’s your favourite colour?

PETER

I refuse to answer.

The CROWN becomes frustrated.

CROWN

For goodness sake, say something! Do you know the

accused?

PETER

No.

CROWN

So you don’t?

PETER

No.

CROWN

No as in you don’t know the accused or no as in you do?

PETER

No.

CROWN

So you have never met this man before?
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PETER

No.

DEFENSE

Objection! Counsel’s badgering the witness.

JUDGE PILATE

Sustained.

CROWN

Peter, you affirmed that you would tell the truth,

charges for perjury are quite serious. I will ask you

one last time, do you know the accused?

PETER pauses for an instant and sadly looks at

JESUS. Suddenly a rooster is heard crowing and

someone from the audience apologizes for their

telephone ring tone.

PETER

I refuse to answer.

The CROWN is exasperated.

CROWN

I apologize on his behalf your honour, no further

questions. Your witness, counsel.

DEFENSE stands, ready to question. PETER gets up

and leaves the witness stand.

PETER

I’m sorry... I can’t do this...

JUDGE calls after him. PETER stops.

JUDGE PILATE

Sir, I warn you! If you leave this courtroom, you will

be held in contempt of court!

PETER considers and turns to leave. There is

whispering in the crowd.

JUDGE PILATE

Sheriff! Apprehend this man.

CLERK

This court is now in recess. All rise.

Everyone exits the stage.
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ACT 3

CLERK

Order in Court. All rise.

Everyone stands as Judge enters the courtroom.

CLERK

In the Court of Queen’s Bench, Manitoba, this 3rd day

of April 2015, calling Her Majesty the Queen against

Jesus of Nazareth.

JUDGE PILATE

You may be seated.

Everyone sits except the clerk.

CLERK

Order. Members of the jury, have you reached a verdict?

Foreperson stands.

FOREPERSON

Yes, we have.

CLERK

Mr./Madam Foreperson, what is your verdict in the sole

count of blasphemy?

FOREPERSON

Guilty.

Some people in crowd gasp, others cheer. CLERK

addresses JUDGE PILATE.

CLERK

The jury finds the accused guilty My Lady.

The CLERK addresses the JURY.

CLERK

Members of the jury, you find the accused, Jesus,

guilty of blasphemy. This is your verdict, so say you

all. Please stand to confirm your verdict.

All members of the JURY stand.

CLERK

The verdict is unanimous, My Lady.

JUDGE PILATE shakes her head. She turns to JESUS.
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JUDGE PILATE

Jesus, a jury of your peers has found you guilty of

blasphemy. But, this case is not yet over. As is the

custom at Passover, the citizens may choose to have one

prisoner released.

JUDGE PILATE turns back to the JURY.

JUDGE PILATE

Who would you have me set free?

The same couple from the beginning speaks up.

MALE

Give us Barabbas!

WOMAN

Yes, free Barabbas!

A small chant begins "Barabbas, barabbas,

barabbas" The jury discusses among themselves.

JUDGE

Order! Jury, have you made your decision?

FOREPERSON stands.

FOREPERSON

Yes, we have. We request that you release Barabbas.

JUDGE

As you wish. Sheriff, bring Barabbas. Before we finish

I would like to say, before God and all people, that I

wash my hands and I am innocent of this man’s blood.

Whatever will happen to him today is by your own

judgement.

BARABBAS is placed center stage.

JUDGE

Thank you sheriff, you may now escort Jesus.

CLERK

Order. This court is adjourned.

People file out and exit the stage completely as

the sheriff goes towards JESUS and grabs him

aggressively. Namwira girls begin singing, SHERIFF

takes Jesus through the middle aisle, Mary and

Peter follow behind. BARABBAS remains alone on the

stage and he watches Jesus suffer in front of him.

At some point Jesus stumbles and BARABBAS helps

him. Jesus continues until he reaches the back of

the church. For the first time BARABBAS speaks.
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BARABBAS

If a person hasn’t found something to die for, then

what’s the point of living?

The CLERK walks to BARABBAS and puts her hand on

his shoulder.

CLERK

May God have mercy on us all.

They exit in silence.

THE END


